
Hillary Clinton’s “Experience”: A
Double-Edged Sword

Hillary Clinton’s opponents really need to hold her to her claims about her
experience, and make sure she owns up to the Clinton administration policies,
and other stuff, that she really was instrumental in putting forward. For
instance, we have some new evidence for what I said earlier about NAFTA:

First lady records show Clinton promoted NAFTA

WASHINGTON (Reuters) – Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton now
argues that the North American Free Trade Agreement needs to be renegotiated,
but newly released records showed Wednesday she promoted its passage.

The National Archives and the Clinton presidential library jointly released
more than 11,000 pages of Clinton’s daily schedule as first lady from 1993 to
2001.
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The release came in response to charges that she is overly secretive, and also
allowed her campaign to promote her argument that she gained valuable White
House experience during her years as first lady.

Clinton and Obama are battling to win Pennsylvania on April 22, the next
contest in a closely fought campaign for the Democratic presidential nomination
to face Republican John McCain in the November election.

The documents clearly indicated that Clinton had a powerful role at the White
House, frequently meeting foreign leaders and presiding over meetings. . . .

Read the rest here.

 

This article originally appeared in issue 8.3 (April, 2008).
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